THE LAST GENRO	m
like an old farmer visiting Tokyo for the first time. I have to ask you
everything. How tall and large are these skyscrapers, Konoe-san?"
"Some are ten stories high and the largest building now is the
Marunouchi Building-or the Maru-biru, for short-eight stories, with
a floor space of over eighteen thousand tsubo, equivalent to fifteen
acres, I'm told, Prince Saionji. And that structure was designed by the
Mitsubishi experts."
"Huh, immediately after the devastation in 1923, it was doubted if
we could ever rebuild the city, but at least these main arteries are even
more beautiful than they were before, with their wide streets and
better traffic facilities. And didn't you say many new parks have been
made?"
"Yes, the late Mayor Goto, upon the advice of Professor Charles A.
Beard of America, made the original plans for the reconstruction on
this ambitious scale."
"Huh, at that time people merely ridiculed him, didn't they? But
the scheme so far has worked out quite all right. Now we come to
another group of government buildings. Those buildings I know,
these two are the Departments of Home Affairs and the Treasury, and
the Department of Education, where I began my Cabinet Ministership
almost forty years ago under Geriro Ito."
"Prince Saionji, we'll soon come to Kanda bridge. From there we
intend to drive on to the Asakusa bridge. Is it too much for you?"
"No, no, Konoe-san, go on. This is very interesting and instructive.
It is only a few minutes' ride from Asakusa bridge to Ryogoku bridge,
isn't it? I'd like to go that way."
Like a fine thread unrolling from a huge spool, a long, long series
of events drifted through Saionji's mind.
He recalled the walk with Okiku in her youthful geisha clothes
in 1869, when she trotted timidly beside him while the onlookers
stared. She had turned him from his geisha-house life to serious study.
While he was away in France, she had been faithful to him. He saw
himself back in the homeland, full of new ideas, and then possessed
of a desire to make the star geisha his own. As the car passed along
the highway, he saw Shinko again as a child, Shinko growing to
womanhood while her mother waged a,losing fight for his affection.
He felt once again the loneliness in the Surugadai house when he dis-
covered that Okiku was gone. Then he had the round-faced Qtama,
and Okiku's memory faded into the routine of politics and new
interests.	.	' ' , ' . • • / ' - - , • .'' ••.' -:

